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Presidents Letter:    
                      
   Happy New Year! Well its proving to a be very busy year for your wonderful NDA Board 
of Directors. I have started calling them the NDA board of excellence. Your NDA board had 
decided last year to have a booth at LMT lab day east in Chicago February 20th thru the 22nd.
LMT was more than accommodating, putting the NDA booth next to the NADL booth, and in 
a very high traffic area with lots of exposure. Seven of your board members were able to attend 
and it was very successful for us. There was a lot of interest from Dental Technicians around 
the country and we forged many new contacts and friends in the Dental Lab industry. We feel 
this is where new members are going to come from, so we need to get out there and make 
ourselves known. See pictures.
 
   We have also been working hard within our committees, having conference call meetings, 
drafting the perfect bill for states that want to submit legislation and making ongoing changes 
to our bylaws, among many other things. The NDA has continued to grow and we have been 
looking at different organizations to help as we climb to that next level. A big hats off to 
our executive director, Shawn Murray who has worked diligently getting things organized 
and keeping it that way, even with me around. We are looking at attending more Dental Lab 
meetings in the upcoming year to get the word out and keep our momentum. Your NDA board 
is exceptional, and we all work very hard although we could always use some help. Any member 
can join any of our committees. I strongly recommend this to anyone as it is not only interesting 
but can also be very fulfilling.

   The conference committee has been working hard to present to you the best conference 
ever this October 14th thru the 17th at the Orleans in sunny Las Vegas so I’ll see you there. 
Please save this date to come to Vegas and attend the NDA conference.  Registration will be 
available soon.  

It’s going to be a great year for all of us!     
Sincerely,

Eric Hansen, LD, President 
National Denturist Association, U.S.A.
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HIGH-QUALITY  HARD DENTURE RELINE MATERIAL

It is the doctor’s responsibility to properly report and appropriately reeect any free product or rebate on their submissions to any federal healthcare program. Please indicate 
the paste formulation for Sofreliner Tough. Valid in the U.S. & Canada from 3/1/2020 through 6/30/2020. Limit 1 redemption per dentist. Your order must be placed through 
Tokuyama Dental America or an authorized Tokuyama dealer. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Tokuyama reserves the right to discontinue the promotion at any time.

Buy 1 Rebase II Kit & 1 Sofreliner Tough® Kit, 
Get 1 Rebase II Kit at NO CHARGESpecial promo

Toll Free: +1 (877) 378-3548 | tokuyama-us.com

Indications 

Hard reline for complete or partial dentures

Denture repairs

Extension of denture borders

With Rebase II, patients  experience less time in the chair and are 
able to leave the office with corrected dentures. “The simpler 
the procedure, the more likely the patient will be to schedule 
their relines. Direct intraoral relining provides accurate results, 
happier patients and a more successful practice”.  

Dr. Ian Shuman (DDS, MAGD).
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Conversion Hybrid Denture 
Construction Made Simple

This technique will show the integration of both 
the computer and the hand in providing a clinically 
acceptable hybrid construction. To quote Dr. Morton 
Amsterdam, the ‘Father of Periodontal Prosthesis,’ 
“We all have eyes with which to see, but we see only 
that which we know.”  This profound message should 
serve as an alert to those in the restorative dentistry 
world, because when it involves a team we can see 
more than that which we see. 

What is meant by “Conversion”
In simple terms, the steps involved in modifying 

an existing denture on existing implants is considered 
a “conversion.” There are two types of conversions, 
immediate and indirect. This article will concentrate 
on identifying and converting a case that involved 
implants that had already osseointegrated. The authors 
will describe one way to do an indirect conversion and 
a definitive appliance will be a computer generated 
hybrid denture produced in Polymethyl-Methacrilate 
(PMMA)1  The focus is on the development of a close 
intimate working relationship and the teamwork 
between the dentist and the technician, and the reality 
of hand dexterity. The conversion for this case will 
also be an indirect conversion carried out in a well-
equipped laboratory environment. 

Abstract:

The relationship between clinical practitioners and dental laboratory technicians is still 
integral and very important. Computer generated innovations and advanced implant support 
mechanisms still require the human element. Computers have become fool-proof tools, and 

their production results are better than excellent, however, the clinical and technical challenges require 
critical thinking skills to address both the esthetics and function of prosthetic devices. 

Figure 1
Osseointegrated implants

1

by Aquileo L. Cortes, MA, CDT and 
William T. Ryals, DMD
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The Case:
This clinical situation involved a 

patient who had two BioHorizon implants 
in the maxillary arch and these implants 
were restored with two cementable crowns 
(Fig. 1). The plan was to place four more 
implants, allow them to osseointegrate 
and eventually restore with a hybrid 
bridge. Notice that the terms hybrid 
denture or bridge are interchanged because 
technically we were fabricating a bridge 
(Pretau principles).2 This case presented 
the opportunity to use a temporary 
acrylic partial while the osseointegration 
of the new four implants took effect. This 
procedure helped stabilize and not stress-
load the fixtures. When all these steps were 
accomplished in four to six months, the 
initial impressions were taken (Fig. 2). 

A soft cast was fabricated so the 
eventual intimate fit between laboratory 
analog and impression coping could be 
determined and identified. The six implant 

Figure 2
Final impression

Figure 3
Managing the soft cast

Figure 4
Non-engaging 
abutments         
             
Figure 5                
Copings in intimate 
contact with implant 
replicas    

Figure 6
Solid GC framework        

abutments needed to be non-engaging, 
which simply meant that the abutments 
were cylindrical in shape and not engaging 
any interfering angle walls, thus eliminating 
angle issues and ensuring proper fit on all 
abutments harmoniously (Figs. 3-4). 

It was decided to fabricate a hybrid 
denture milled in PMMA. One of the most 
important steps to obtain an exact fit was 
the verification jig. Both clinician and tech-
nician must ensure that what is sitting in 
the articulator is the same as what is found 
in the master cast and oral cavity. This pro-
cedure was implemented in the fabrication 
of the framework in a very simple process. 

The first step was to remove the soft 
cast and sit each abutment directly onto the 
implant replicas (Fig. 5). The temporary 
titanium abutments were luted together 
with GC material and allowed to sit and 
polymerize for a couple of hours (Fig. 6). 
The “framework” was separated in-between 
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before proceeding into final steps to the 
definitive prosthesis (Fig. 9). 

An integral part of the hybrid process 
was to work with solid diagnostics from 
the initial impressions to the final delivery. 
When the case was first arranged and 
planned, and the occlusal relationship 
established, the case was articulated and 
set up. Once the denture try-in occured 
it gave an idea as to the labial-facial para-
meters.4 The esthetics were excellent with 
the computer-generated work primarily 
because there was no metal structure 
to worry about as with the zirconia or 
PMMA option. After it was determined 
that the denture had the desired function 
and  esthetic results, a matrix was made 
to modify lingual-labial dimensions and 
finish the wax-up of the palateless horsehoe 
denture (Figs. 10-11). After the teeth were 
readapted to the matrix, the denture was 
returned to the articulator and the wax-
up refined to the desired anatomical form 
(Figs. 12-13). 

Figure 7
Sectioned to eliminate stress

Figure 8
Modified acrylic framework ready for wax 
adaptation

Figure 9
Verification x-ray showing correct passive fit

Figure 10
Verification acrylic jig used for framework fit

all abutment cylinders to eliminate any 
internal built stress from the expansion 
and shrinkage of the acrylic mass.3 The 
acrylic framework after it was reattached 
was prepared for the next technical 
procedure to accept the set up wax (Figs. 
7-8). The reason for the careful fabrication 
of this structure was to make sure that 
not only did it serve as a stable denture 
set up base, but it also allowed for either a 
CAT scan or a radiographic tool to show 
the practitioner and the technician the 
proper fit of the framework and to modify 
human errors before proceeding with the 
fabrication. With today’s technological 
diagnostic tools, there really is no excuse 
for ill-fitting devices. In the past, when 
metal frameworks were prepared and did 
not fit passively, they had to be corrected 
by either remaking these appliances or 
soldering them to make a correct fit. The 
verification jig was probably the best way to 
make sure the overall fit of each and every 
one of the individual fixtures made contact 

Figure 11
Reattaching teeth to matrix   

Figure 12
Finishing wax and acrylic finish lines

Figure 13
Finish anatomical lingual-labial contours
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before proceeding into final steps to the 
definitive prosthesis (Fig. 9). 
 An integral part of the hybrid 
process was to work with solid diagnostics 
from the initial impressions to the final 
delivery.  When the case was first arranged 
and planned, and the occlusal relationship 
established, the case was articulated and set 
up. Once the denture try-in occured it gave 
an idea as to the labial-facial parameters. 
4 The esthetics were excellent with the 
computer-generated work primarily because 
there was no metal structure to worry about 
as with the zirconia or PMMA option. After 
it was determined that the denture had 
the desired function and esthetic results, a 
matrix was made to modify lingual-labial 
dimensions and finish the wax-up of the 
palateless horsehoe denture (Figs. 10-11). 
After the teeth were readapted to the matrix, 
the denture was returned to the articulator 
and the waxup refined to the desired 
anatomical form (Figs. 12-13).
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Keep in mind that this was a computer generated, 
PMMA solid piece appliance, which had an advan-
tage over conventional acrylic heat-cured implant 
appliances. In a classically heat-cured appliance, 
chewing forces cause teeth to fracture and debond. 
The solid physical make-up of the milled system is 
that it’s shown to offer better occlusal distribution 
of forces and seems to wear as the patient functions 
with these appliances. There are some practitioners 
who think that with implants, PMMA bridges offer 
progressive loading. An advantage with initially doing 
a CAD-CAM PMMA bridge is that if the patient 
decides to obtain a zirconia bridge later on, the data 
kept in the patient’s computer file would be utilized for 
the fabrication of such prosthesis. When the PMMA 
appliance has changed occlusally because of chewing 
activity, it is very simple to simply re-scan the new 
occlusion and convert it into a new device. 

When the denture wax-up was completed the 
denture was scan-sprayed and scanned (Figs. 14-
15). Both PMMA and zirconia are excellent materials 
utilized in dental implant prosthetics with the most 
significant difference between them being the weight. 
An all-zirconia bridge can be heavier and the nature of 
the material can make the surface hard to penetrate. In 
this patient’s case, the PMMA material was much more 
forgiving in that both esthetics and surface hardness 
were more controllable, color on tissue surface was 
modified using light cured composite stains, and 
occlusal surfaces were adjusted easily (Figs. 16-17). 
Although there are very excellent acrylic stains in the 
market, the decision to use those materials is left to the 
practical experience and trust of the technician. The 

Figure 14
Using the spray for 
accurate scanning

Figure 15
Scanning procedures 
accomplished

Figure 16
Milled PMMA hybrid

Figure 17
Optional staining 
materials for surfaces
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initial plan was to use a PMMA bridge and both the 
esthetics and function of this appliance were achieved 
(Figs. 18-19). 

This article instructs both clinical and technical 
practitioners in the art and science of hybrid indirect 
conversion construction, using both the human and 
computer element; demonstrating that the field of 
prosthetics depends on individual expertise. That is 
what we consider a symbiotic relationship between 
both the clinician and the technician.5  
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It is true that many people put things off until the last 
minute, but procrastinators chronically avoid difficult tasks 
and deliberately look for distractions. Procrastination is 
an avoidance pattern. Many people procrastinate because 
it is all about controlling an outcome. The outcome they 
seek is that of disappointment. Why would someone seek 
to be disappointed? It is easier being disappointed with 
one’s self than attempting success and failing. It is easier 
to accept disappointment “This won’t happen for me”, “My 
life is different..”, “I cannot have...” than pushing for success. 
Perfectionists typically love to be in control, and they can be 
in control of not failing. Perfectionists don’t like uncertainty 
and certainly attempting great things requires a level of 
uncertainty. It is psychologically more acceptable to not 
attempt to tackle a tough task, than to fail at it.

A large percentage of society has built of anxiety and 
it is about not being to let go of that anxiety. People get 
worried about outcomes that haven’t happened yet. They 
get worried about the outcomes that have not happened 
yet, get worried about achieving success they have yet to 
achieve, and get worried about being able to sustain the 
success they have yet to achieve. At times it reverts to 
feelings about fear of rejection, and fear of abandonment 
that prevents us from reaching success and leads to failure.

Don’t let the “I don’t feel like doing it today” or “I will do 
it tomorrow” take over because this only leads to negative 
emotion and makes matters worse in the future. It creates 
the downward spiral of a repetitive nature we don’t want.

Start with making your bed in the morning. This is indeed a 
task- accomplishing one task can set you up to accomplish 
another, and another. Make of list of things to get done 
and start with the most difficult one and work towards 
the easiest one. When you have the most difficult one 
completed, the rest of the day will look like a cake walk, 
rather than accomplishing one or two of the easier things 
and never accomplishing the others because of avoidance 
of the more difficult ones.

Don’t be afraid to ask people for your services, don’t be 
afraid to offer your services that you know someone can 
benefit from, and don’t be afraid to hear “No”.

Take care of your body and your health. If you look and 
feel good you have a tendency to have higher confidence, 
more energy, better attitude, will be able to get more 
accomplished because of this, and in return will be more 
successful.

Procrastination: the action of delaying or postponing something
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WASHINGTON – When the state’s new universal licensing recognition 
law took effect last week, the Arizona Board of Behavioral Health Examiners 
was ready.
The board had “over 40 applications pending prior to the application date, 
waiting to be granted on the first day,” said Emily Rajakovich, the director of 
boards and communications in Gov. Doug Ducey’s office. Those new licenses 
– 49 by Thursday – took effect Sept. 1.
It was the most extreme example – Rajakovich called it one of the state’s 
success stories – of the new law that requires most professional licensing 
boards and commissions in the state to accept valid out-of-state licenses for 
people looking to hang a shingle in the state.
The first-of-its-kind law means that trained professionals do not have to 
spend time and money for training and testing for an Arizona license to do 
what they already know how to do.
Similar waivers had previously been available only to military spouses, but 
the new law extends that to such professionals as cosmetologists, real estate 
agents, teachers, contractors, health care workers, veterinarians, physicians 
and dentists.
The bill, which has been held up as a model for other states, was a legislative 
priority this year of Ducey, who said in his State of the State address that “if 
people want to work, let them work,” adding that professionals “don’t lose 
their skills simply because they move to Arizona.”
The National Conference of State Legislatures reported that where one 
job in 20 required an occupational license 60 years ago, the number is one 
in four today. Although licensing can protect public health and safety by 
preventing unqualified professionals from working, the council warned that 
“excessively onerous requirements” can create unnecessary job barriers. 
It added that license requirements often disproportionately prevent immi-
grants, military families, those with criminal records and other marginalized 
groups from getting work.
Rep. Warren Petersen, R-Gilbert, who sponsored the universal licensing bill, 
said he was approached by some professionals who “asked to be removed 
or exempted from the legislation.” But Petersen said in a recent phone in-
terview that if an applicant is qualified, regulatory boards should not “get to 
limit who you want in your profession.”
State boards and agencies spent months preparing for the law and the influx 
of applications it was expected to bring. Besides the behavioral health ex-
aminers’ board, Rajakovich said the state dental board has accepted its first 
application under the new law and that the state osteopathic board got two 
applications on the first day.
Ducey, at White House, touts benefits of new occupational licensing law 
Other boards will not be affected as drastically. The Arizona State Board of 
Cosmetology already had reciprocity agreements with other states’ licens-
ing boards and will not have to heavily revamp its own out-of-state licensing 
processes, a board representative said, adding that the board has been get-
ting a lot of phone calls about the law.

Licensed cosmetologists from other states need only prove that they live in 
Arizona, “no matter if it’s full year or month,” the board official said, and take 
an infection-protection class.
There are still safeguards: The new license still needs to be approved by the 
respective licensing board in Arizona. Applicants must be in “good standing 
in all states where they are licensed,” without previous or current investiga-
tions or complaints, and applicants must have held their out-of-state license 
for at least a year. Health care professionals must also pass a background 
check.
Rajakovich said she has been working with Arizona boards to make sure the 
universal licensing recognition was ready to launch last week, updating online 
applications, making sure staff were ready to answer applicants’ questions 
and talking to board directors.
Ducey spokesman Patrick Ptak said that although reciprocity programs 
won’t be greatly affected, the new law is a “cleaner and simpler path for 
those qualified” as well as a “decrease the burden in the application process.”
The goal, he said, is to make it make it easier for people to find jobs.
“Over 200 people a day are moving to Arizona,” Ptak said. “We want to 
make Arizona a place of opportunity for all.”
More boards are like the Arizona State Board of Dental Examiners, which 
had to completely revamp its application process to comply with the new 
law. Ryan Edmondson, executive director of the board, said he uploaded a 
“brand-new application last night at 10 p.m.” on the night before the law 
took effect and is now updating online applications and tracking those that 
come in from out of state, as well as how many are approved.
Edmondson said he worries that the new law may lead to more profession-
als looking for jobs in Arizona than there are jobs. He said the board had 
already approved 4,600 hygienists, 4,900 dentists and 10 to 15 denturists this 
year before the new law took effect.
“It may make it harder for people here to get jobs,” said Edmondson, who 
worries that the law may “saturate markets” with professionals.
But Ptak said there are “more jobs than people to fill them” in Arizona, with 
the state particularly looking for doctors and other medical professionals, 
hoping to expand overall health care professions in the state. The new law 
should let the state “recruit from the best and brightest” for Arizona jobs, 
he said. Jim Knupp, the chief of communications operations at the Arizona 
Registrar of Contractors, said he thinks the universal licensing recognition 
bill might “help small businesses get started more quickly.”
Petersen agreed, saying that while professional safeguards are important, 
regulatory boards can “hurt entry-level and working-class people who are 
trying to get started,” as well as start-ups and small businesses.
He said he hopes the state’s new law will send a message that Arizona is 
“open for business,” especially for those who don’t want “government to 
get in the way.”

WASHINGTON
new universal licensing recognition law

Artical by: Miranda Faulkner / Cronkite News
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Voices From the Bench: A Dental Laboratory Podcast is a weekly podcast 
dedicated to the dental laboratory industry hosted by Elvis Dahl from Somer 
Dental Laboratories in Zionsville, IN and Barbara Wojdan CDT from Knight 
Dental Group in Oldsmar, FL. With new episodes every Monday morning, 
Voices From the Bench will bring industry news, interviews, and Roundtable 
discussions about topics affecting our industry with people in our indus-
try. Starting in April 2018, the two hosts wanted to provide a format where 
anyone associated in the dental laboratory profession could have a conver-
sation to talk about anything related to dentistry. With over 100 episodes 
available any time there is sure to be an episode you would find interest.

Episodes related to Denturism:

21: The Denturist Movement: A Removable Profession of Specialist - Interview 
Part 1

22: The Denturist Movement: A Removable Profession of Specialist - Interview 

Part 2

78: Making A Dent in Illinois with Denturism: Katie Rinaldo Part 1

79: Making A Dent in Illinois with Denturism: Katie Rinaldo Part 2

99: A Path To Higher Learning With Denturism: Eugene Royzengurt

Check it out at voicesfromthebench.com or look for it on:
 
Apple Podcast – Spotify – Stitcher – TuneIn – Castro - Google 
Play – OverCast – Pocketcasts – YouTube – and more!

Stay updated on Facebook by liking our page at 
www.facebook.com/Voicesfromthebench
 
And send us an email at info@voicesfromthebench.com to 
suggest topics or interviews.
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Anterior teeth V & VL sets new standards

„Interdental black triangles“ 
belongs to the past.

Brilliant natural layering

Decent incisal seam

Imitation of opacity effects

Age-typical silky structure of surface

gebdi Dental-Products GmbH  ·  Industriestraße 3a · D-78234 Engen · Germany
www.gebdi-dental.com  ·  e-mail: info@gebdi-dental.com

Distribution in the USA: Schütz Dental Group US · 431 Howe Avenue · 
Shelton, CT 06484 USA · Phone: 866.922.1484 · Fax: 866.924.9738 

Email: john@sdginnovations.com

Shapes created by: Jan Schünemann
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SHAPE YOUR DENTAL FUTURE

REMOVABLE
I V O C L A R  V I V A D E N T

More than a Denture

For more information, call us at 1-800-533-6825 in the U.S., 1-800-263-8182 in Canada.
© 2020 Ivoclar Vivadent, Inc. Ivoclar Vivadent, Ivoclar Digital,  
SR Vivodent and IvoBase are trademarks of Ivoclar Vivadent, Inc. 

   THE

IVOCLAR DIGITAL
   DENTURE™

   SR Vivodent® CAD -  Made from a wear resistant DCL material  
    for the production of permanent denture teeth.

          IvoBase® CAD -  High impact PMMA disks for high quality,  
                                          precision denture bases.

IvoBase® CAD Bond -  Self-curing polymerization material for a high 
                                          strength bond and monolithic integrity.

Ivoclar Digital ® Denture Materials:

SRVIVODENT ® CAD MULTI
The only Multi-translucent DCL tooth material with natural 
layering to provide a beautiful and esthetic appearance and is 
indicated for permanent denture teeth.

13315.indd   113315.indd   1 2/6/20   3:03 PM2/6/20   3:03 PM
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Campaign 1000805888: BUY 1 cara Print 4.0, 1 cara Scan 4.0, 1 HiLite Power 3D curing unit, 2 cara Print Clean wash units, and  
3 bottles of dima Print material (can mix and match), GET 1 extra cara Print 4.0 build table and 1 cara Print Tray at no charge!*

To learn more, call Kulzer Customer Service at (800) 431-1785.

*All offers subject to change. Not to be combined with any other offers. 
OFFER EXPIRES 06/30/2020.

Kulzer is your partner for 3D-printed dentures!

Giving a hand to oral health.
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Learn how you can get involved at  
www.dentallabfoundation.org/race-future-7.0.

All funds support the 
Foundation’s mission of 

furthering DLT education.
Become a 

Sponsor Today!

J o i n  T h e  R A c e  o R  S p o n S o R  To D Ay !
August 29-30, 2020  •  chicago Triathlon  •  chicago, iL

The Foundation for Dental Laboratory Technology • www.dentallabfoundation.org • 866.627.3990
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There are many reasons why people change jobs. These days, it is un-
common for someone to get a job and stick with it for the rest of their 
life. There are many opportunities and our lives are filled with diversity 
and flexibility. However, there are often patterns to why people decide 
to move on from what seemingly is ideal employment — and it isn’t just 
about the money or the location.

1. Disrespected and undervalued staff

When you are treated like just a cog in the wheel and you feel like just 
another number, you feel dehumanized and worthless. Sometimes, em-
ployers are only concerned about profits, output, pleasing stakeholders, 
and productivity. These factors are certainly important for a successful 
business venture, but they are impossible to achieve if the people doing 
the work are being mistreated.

Staff are human beings. Workers are people and they need to be given 
dignity and motivation to be productive. The outcome is just as much 
about them as it is about the consumer or investor. If staff are underpaid, 
not provided with flexible work practices, and not given adequate bene-
fits or a safe, healthy, and enjoyable working environment, they are likely 
to quit. Staff retention is underrated, and a lot of expertise is lost when 
experienced people are pushed out of their jobs through sheer neglect.

2. No career progression

People no longer want to just do the same thing day in and day out for 
the rest of their lives. They want to feel as though they are learning and 
progressing in their careers. Staff expect to be trained and educated so 
they can build their skills and experience. They want to grow with the 

organization they work for and to have something to show for their 
years of hard work. They want variety and excitement and they want to 
be challenged. If a job provides no opportunity for career progression, 
chances are workers will quit and seek greener pastures with better 
opportunities elsewhere.

3. Inequality

If a workplace still seems as though it’s in another decade in terms of 
its employment practices and policies, staff are likely to quit even be-
fore their first year is complete. Nobody wants to work in an environ-
ment that is sexist, racist, ageist, or discriminatory in any way. Times have 
changed. The human race has intellectually evolved, and when inequality 
is rife in a workplace, staff retention is difficult. Workplaces need to 
adapt to individual needs and allow for diversity and flexibility. People 
no longer tolerate workplaces that harbor an outdated culture. Even if 
people choose to stay in these workplaces, or have little other choice, 
that business or endeavor is guaranteed to fail and will not be able to 
compete with more progressive and evolved workplaces.

4. Low morale

When people are generally unhappy in a workplace, it is evident the 
minute you walk through the door. People are cynical, impolite, and will 
find any excuse to avoid being productive. There are no consequences 
for poor productivity or incomplete and incompetent service, and even-
tually people start looking for an exit strategy.

Team building and union among workers are vital components to the 
success of any workplace, and individuals on every level need to genu-

8 Reasons 
Great 
Employees 
Quit 

Even Though They Like The Job

By Brian F Binnie
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Brian F Binnie 
Director of Special Projects. 
Pac-Dent Inc
670 Endeavor Circle, 
Brea, CA 92821, USA  
Tel: +1 909.839.0888 Ext. 125
Cellular 562-706-1066
brian.binnie@pac-dent.com 
www.pac-dent.co
 
Believe in yourselves. Believe in your future.
And believe, once more, in America.”

inely care about each other and the common goals of the workplace. When 
there is a breakdown in communication and a feeling of futility in putting in 
any effort at work, nobody wants to be there anymore. This is the perfect 
reason for someone to quit their job before the workplace starts to have 
an adverse effect on their health.

5. No recognition or reward

Everyone needs a pat on the back every now and then. Sometimes, a kind 
word of thanks or just being acknowledged for the effort you put in is 
enough. You don’t need to receive a gold trophy or fat bonus check to 
feel like you are being appreciated — however, incentives can go a long 
way towards giving people motivation and a feeling of purpose. If you have 
never been thanked or noticed in a job, you are likely to feel invisible and 
worthless. Deciding to quit can be the easiest option.

6. Discouraging enthusiasm

Innovation and ideas are the heartbeat of an organization, and everyone 
should be given a chance to show initiative. Some workplaces are incredibly 
resistant to change, even if those changes will mean a vast improvement in 
work practices or productivity. People will often start a job with positive 
energy and idealism, which is quickly thwarted by a management that is 
stale and lacks vision. When your enthusiasm is constantly diminished, you 
not only avoid taking risks and trying new things, you become jaded and are 
further enticed to quit and find something new.

7. Promoting the wrong people

Some workplaces develop a culture of rewarding the wrong people. There’s 
a saying that good bosses will hire people that are smarter than them. This 
is never the case when a boss has a big ego and feels threatened by anyone 
who shows intelligence and ability. What tends to happen is that people 
are promoted for their ability to be invisible and submissive rather than 
innovative and competitive. This protects the power structure rather than 
developing a system that has efficiency, capability, and professionalism as 
its goal.

8. Hierarchy instead of autonomy

When the hierarchy is more important than the value of each and every 
person contributing to a pursuit, a workplace not only loses excellent op-
portunities for wisdom and sound judgement, but also crushes self reliance 
and vital decision-making skills in its workers.

Strong leadership in a workplace should empower its staff to be self reliant 
and conscientious for the greater good of the business. Power struggles 
and mind games only work against the common goal and contribute to 
a toxic workplace. Staff will quit by the dozens when they are infantilized 
and feel that they can’t be trusted to make even the most basic choices by 
themselves, having to get permission for every move they make. It is lazy 
and uneducated leadership that forces good workers to quit dysfunctional 
workplaces.
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During the recent holidays I met up wit Julia Worrall, RN is the program 
director of the Foundation for Airway Health Airway Advocate Program. 
The foundation was created to help the public realize their maximum 
potential by championing the recognition, diagnosis and treatment of air-
way-related disorders. The foundation’s 15-50-20 campaign is dedicated 
to increase public awareness of airway issues from its current level of 
15 percent to 50 percent national recognition and treatment of airway 
disorders by 2020. Worrall is a published author and member of many 
professional bodies. She lectures internationally and is an expert in apply-
ing sleep and craniofacial assessments in a nursing environment. Informa-
tion: airwayhealth.org.

Below is a summary of notes from Julia visit

At least 50% of patients in any health care practice are living with airway-
centered disorders (ACD)1, that affect health, learning, performance and 
quality of life. Unfortunately ACD is often overlooked and not recognized. 
The dental hygienist is uniquely positioned, and with proper training, quali-
fied to raise awareness, screen for and recognize this hidden problem.

Our brain is a complex machine of synapses and connections, working 
in unison with the rest of the body to keep everything running smoothly. 
But when a cog in this machine isn’t oiled properly, or neglected, negative 
effects can occur and spread throughout the rest of the body.

One of the best ways to keep the body “oiled” is through full, deep 
breathing. When our breathing is shallow, it affects our waking and sleep-
ing hours and all physical aspects of our lives. As a member of the dental 
team, you have probably witnessed firsthand what a lack of oxygen and 
proper sleep can do. But did you know that there is a physical condition 
that is often overlooked when people are suffering? First coined by Dr. 

Howard Hindin, executive director of the Foundation for Airway Health, 
ACD is caused by abnormalities in the physical condition—that space 
through which oxygen passes in and out of our lungs. ACDs are structural 
and physiological conditions of the mouth, jaw, nasal passages, tongue, or 
throat that obstruct the upper airways, affecting your breathing through-
out the day2 and, potentially, leading to sleep disordered breathing.

Why must you champion the recognition, diagnosis, and treatment of 
these ailments? Because unrecognized airway-centered disorders have 
been extensively documented as a significant contributor to almost every 
chronic health issue. The list includes excess weight, headaches, chronic 
pain, behavioral issues, allergies, blood pressure, asthma, cardiovascular 
disease, dementia and more. The lack of oxygen and poor sleep impacts 
other developmental, educational and performance problems. No age 
group is immune: the younger generation is actually more susceptible to 
the effects of poor airway health since their brains and bodies are still 
developing. In cardiopulmonary resuscitation, the first step is to establish 
an airway. If that is a crucial step in such a life-saving exercise, it stands to 
reason that it would be vital in daily life and function as well.

How does the airway become obstructed?

Flow physics and airway physiology have shown us that there are three 
main airway obstruction causes.3 First, if the airway is abnormally small, 
it can restrict airflow. However, helping the jaws grow forward, not just 
wider, is the bigger picture. As Dr. Barry Raphael said, “Altering these hab-
its can begin to heal the dystrophy.” Processes that encourage forward 
growth have been finding measures of success in reducing sleep-disor-
dered breathing.4 By widening the airway spaces, we assist our patients in 
breathing more deeply.

First Responders 
for the Airway
By: Brian F Binnie 
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Second, if the airway walls cannot stand the turbulence from airflow, the 
surrounding tissue collapses. Some common contributors are lymphoid 
swelling, poor airway muscle tone and inflammation of pharyngeal tis-
sue.5 If the smooth muscles of the diaphragm and upper airway are 
weak, sleep apnea can worsen in a negative feedback loop.7

Third, the airway can become obstructed due to changes of air pressure 
within the pharynx and thoracic cavity. Dr. Peter Litchfield noted that 
it’s not always the nighttime breathing that creates the biggest problem 
here, but daytime breathing habits that set people up for airway collapse 
at night.6 In fact, the relationship between daytime breathing habits and 
nighttime distress is so strong, the syndrome should be called “breathing 
disordered sleep” rather than the common “sleep-disordered breath-
ing.”4

One of the most prevalent disorders is obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). 
Obstructive sleep apnea means your tongue periodically blocks your 
airway during the night. While you are sleeping, every breath moves your 
tongue slightly forward from your airway. However, poor oral posture 
and abnormal jaw structure means that the tongue is less able to move 
out of the airway. This disruption results in OSA.5

OSA can cause systemic inflammation, which damages tissue, brings 
oxidative stress and increases atrial fibrillation. According to dentist and 
author Carol Vander Stoep, it is also almost a guarantee that you will 
have high blood pressure. Patients find themselves fatigued and have 
difficulty concentrating and remembering information because the brain 
is starving for oxygen. Particularly affected by oxygen deprivation is the 
cerebellum, which is in charge of precise speech, attention, equilibrium, 
and motor learning.5

OSA also affects levels of B vitamins, such as B1, known as thiamine, and 
B12. Since thiamine ferries carbohydrates like breads and sugars into 
cells, OSA sufferers’ cells are less able to accept sugars from simple 
carbohydrates².

What can your dental team do?

Assess nasal patency. Ask your patient to seal their lips and inhale 
through the nose. Do their nares remain open? Are they able to take 
a complete inhale and exhale through their nose, without any distress?
Assess oral airway. What is the patient’s Mallampati score? What do 
their tonsils look like? Their uvula? Is the tongue scalloped? What is its 
resting position? How much free space exists in the oropharynx area 

for air to flow?

Assess dentition. Is there evidence of bruxing such as attrition, abfrac-
tions or mandibular tori? Is there evidence of mouth breathing such as 
caries?
Neither dentists nor hygienists can diagnose sleep apnea and so the 
dental office may not seem like the first step for addressing a sleep dis-
order. But, dentists and hygienists are on the front lines of recognizing 
and helping those with airway disruptions. Narrow dental arches, tongue 
thrust, crowded teeth and recessive lower jaw are all possible indicators 
of airway-related problems.

The dental team can assess and prevent airway obstructions and disor-
ders before they become crippling. These practitioners have a unique 
pathway with patients to help guide facial growth and even start proac-
tive treatments such as orofacial myofunctional therapy. Effective educa-
tion in the office can encourage patients in their endeavors to sustain 
healthy habits in breathing, sleeping and eating. These therapies yield 
results lasting well beyond the next dental checkup!

Alternatively, you can create a network of providers in your community 
for these patient referrals. Knowledge is power. Arm your patients with 
the knowledge they need to ask the right questions, find the right pro-
vider and make informed decisions about their health and their family’s 
wellbeing. There is no greater reward than that feeling you get when you 
successfully intervene and save a life. You can start saving lives today!
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Denturist of the Year
Fred Gerrity    2002
Lori Pecha    2009
Paul Levasseur    2010
Erin Gerrity    2011
Bruce Anderson    2013
Fred Giovanini    2014
William Disantis    2015
Clifford R Chrisetnot   2016
Anita Ogle     2017
Allen Casteel     2018
Patrick Allen    2019

Distinguished President’s Award
Samuel Whisenaut   2011
Connie Gerrity    2011
Shawn Murray    2013
Les and Ricky Hochhauser  2014
Carlo Zanon    2015
Clayton Sulek    2015
Tad Buryznski    2017

Honorary Member
E. Michael Vakalis   2008
Fred Gerrity    2008
Gerry Hansen    2011
Connie Gerrity    2011

Person of the Year Award
Kirk Roehl    2002
Stephanie Vize     2013
Theresa Marquis Sulek   2014
Jan Rosenberger   2015
Wanda Lee Anderson   2016
Shannan Hanks    2017
DeeDee Burzynski   2017
Krissie McBride     2018
Scott Ruehl    2019

Past President’s
Austin Carbone    ME
Darcy Kerr    ID
Lee Barnes       ID
Peter Bellincampi   NJ
Bob Burzynski    OR
Ken Holden    OR
Jerome C. Kaye    PA
Jasper Norris    FL
Ron Olson    MT
Lillian Petersen    OR
Gordon Saunders   CA
Floyd Spiva    OK
Eli Sutker    IL
Richard Theron    ID 
Fred Gerrity    PA
Paul Levasseur    ME
Tad Burzynski    OR
Shawn Murray    OR
Joseph Kingston   ME
Anita Ogle    GA

We are comprising a historical list of Awards 
and Past Presidents.  If you received an award 
or were a Past President or know of someone 
that is not on this list please 
e-mail me at shawn@nationaldenturist.com

We need to remember all that served this 
organization.  

Thank you

N a t i o n a l  D e n t u r i s t  A s s o c i a t i o n
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NATIONAL DENTURIST ASSOCIATION -  NEWS & EVENTS

PRACTICE FOR SALE

Denturist practice in Keizer Oregon for sale. Established for over 35 years. Need to retire for health reasons. Please call or email for more information. 
Thanks . Joe Hammar 4908 River Rd n Keizer, Oregon 97303. 503-393-0734  faketeethrus@yahoo.com   

FOR SALE. TWO DENTURE CLINICS. ONE IN OAK HARBOR, WA  AND IN ARLINGTON, WA

OAK HARBOR

Oak Harbor also set up for a dentist and Arlington is right next door to a referring dental clinic. Owner financing if needed call Eric 360-410-0726 
Arlington
Well established full service denture practice for sale in downtown historic Arlington.  Practice has been operating at this location for 15 years.  Referring 
dental office next door and  numerous referral sources from surrounding offices.  Office is equipped with two operatories, adjustment area, sterilization, and 
full service denture lab on site.  Partial financing available if needed, call Eric Hansen 360-410-0726.

Turn key general dental and denture practice for sale on the picturesque waterfront of downtown Oak Harbor, overlooking the harbor and marina.  Office is 
equipped to offer a full range of dentistry.  Three opertories throughout with full denture lab.  Great new patient flow and solid current patient base.  Partial 
financing available if needed, call Eric Hansen 360-410-0726.

 Volunteer by joining one of the committees below.  They meet usually once a month by conference call.  
If you would like to volunteer, please call 360-232-4353
Finance Committee: Megan Charron Mourfield
By-Law Committee: Chair, Patrick Allen
Educational Committee: Chair, Clayton Sulek
Legislative Committee: Chair, Todd Young
Conference Committee: Chair, Tad Burzynski
Magazine/Website: Chair, Shawn Murray
Membership/PR: Chair, Patrick Allen

Please become involved in the NDA

2020

OCTOBER 14TH-17TH, 2020
CONFERENCE

CODE: AND0C10
WWW.ORLEANSCASINO.COM/GROUP
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IS YOUR BUSINESS VISION 
CRYSTAL CLEAR?

John Marshall
Results Driven – Business Training 
Is your business being impacted because you continuously feel overwhelmed? Our proven training solutions have helped clients in 
over 30 industries, including denturists, to finally achieve the results they deserve.

Is your business vision crystal clear? 
You know what your business stands for – kind of. At times, it’s 
very easy to communicate your vision. Other times you struggle. 
Sometimes your words expressing your vision flow smoothly and 
effortlessly. Too often, however, you seem to lack the right words 
to say.

To uncover your business vision, you need to tap into your 
emotions of what you really, really want. It’s an emotional feeling. 
It’s the feeling, for example of fulfilment, when you finally have it, 
or as you’re moving closer towards it, every day. It’s the joy that it 
will bring you, as you work towards accomplishing your business 
vision. 

When your vison is crystal clear your business operates more 
effectively. You gain new business. Your revenue increases. Your 
profits are impacted positively. 

Your team will also be more aligned with a clear vision. They’ll 

understand the future direction of your company. They’ll know 
what sacrifices they might need to make in the short term. There 
will also be better communication. They’ll communicate openly 
with each other, as well as, sharing your company’s vision in 
regular communication with your clients.

Your vision is all about the future of you and your company. It’s 
your north star. Your guiding light. When your business vision is 
finally crystal clear, you’re going to feel better. It’ going to excite 
you. It’s going to inspire you. It’ll propel you into the future. 

P.S. If your vision isn’t crystal clear, and you struggle clarifying 
it or communicating it, we have something that can help you. It’s 
our insightful business tool called ‘What’s Your Number?’  It gives 
you your own score on how strong or weak your business vision 
is out of 100. You’ll also learn your ‘number’ on how healthy your 
business is in 6 key areas. If this sounds of interest, contact us for 
your own copy.
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March 2020

•  The Pacific Dental Conference is being held at the Vancouver Convention Centre on March 5, 2020 to March 7, 2020, visit www.pdcconf.com 
for more information.

•  The Denturist Association of British Columbia will have a booth set up at the Pacific Dental Conference in Vancouver on March 5th and 6th, 
2020. The Denturist Association of British Columbia is hosting a hospitality night at Mahoney and Sons Pub on Friday March 6th from 6-9 pm. 
Come join us for a drink and some appies!

•  The Denturist Association of Alberta will be holding the Zone Meeting South on Wednesday March 25, 2020 the location is TBA.

•  The Denturist Association of Alberta will be holding the Zone Meeting North on Thursday March 26, 2020 the location is TBA. 
  

April 2020

•  April is Oral Health Month

•  Technorama will be held April 3, 2020 to April 4, 2020 at the Hilton Markham Suites Conference Centre & Spa | 8500 Warden Avenue, 
Markham, ON  L6G 1A5. They will be holding their AGM April 3, 2020 and April 4, 2020 they will be holding “Lets Get Started with Digital Den-
tures”

•  Oregan State Denturist Association’s 2020 Conference will be held April 16, 2020 to April 18, 2020 at the Spirit Mountain Casino in Grand 
Ronde, Oregon, visit https://www.oregondenturist.org/conferences-and-continuing-education/ for more information.

•  Denturist Society of Saskatchewan’s Spring Meeting, Tradeshow and Continuing Education will be held  April 24, 2020 to April 25, 2020 at the 
Saskatoon Inn in Saskatoon, visit www.saskdenturists.com for more information.

•  The Denturist Association of Manitoba will be holding Continuing Education Weekend/Spring Membership Meeting, on April 24 2020 & April 
25, 2020 the location TBD,
  

May 2020

•  Washington Denturist Associations 2020 Conference will be held May 14, 2020 to May 16, 2020 at the Icicle Village Resort, 505 Highway 2, 
Leavenworth, WA 98826, please visit https://wadenturist.com/wda-2020-conference/ for more information.

•  LMT Lab Day West 2020 will be held May 15, 2020 to May 16, 2020 at the Hyatt Regency Orange County, 11999 Harbor Blvd · Garden Grove, 
CA 92840, please visit https://lmtmag.com/lmtlabdaywest for more information. 

•  Denturist Association of British Columbia 2020 Convention is being held May 27, 2020 to May 30, 2020 at the Penticton Lakeside Resort and 
Conference Centre, Penticton, BC, visit www. denturist.bc.ca/1204-2/ for more information.

•  Denturist Society of Nova Scotia’s 2020 Continuing Education and Members Meeting, will be held May 22nd & 23rd at Courtyard Dartmouth 
Crossing, 35 Shubie Drive Dartmouth NS, Please visit http://www.nsdenturistsociety.ca/.

June 2020

•  June is Seniors Month

•  Maine Licenced Denturist Association’s 2020 Conference will be held June 5, 2020 to June 6, 2020 with a hands-on Introduction to Suction Ef-
fective Mandibular Complete Dentures (SEMCD) Sponsored by Ivoclar Vivadent and presented by Paul McNally on June 7, 2020 at the Double-
tree in Portland, Maine, please visit http://mainelda.com for more information.

August 2020

•  Australian Dental Prosthetist Association (ADPA) will be held August 20, 2020 to August 22, 2020 at the Hotel Grant Chancellor in Hobart, 
please visit https://www.adpa.com.au/events/event/adpa-2020-hobart for more information.

  

NATIONAL DENTURIST ASSOCIATION 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS – 2020/2021
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September 2020

•  The Denturist Association of Ontario’s Perfecting Your Practice will be held September 16, 2020 to September 19, 2020 at the Deerhurst Resort, 
1235 Deerhurst Drive, Huntsville, ON, P1H 2E8, please visit https://denturistassociation.ca/events/index.html for more information.

•  International Federation of Denturist Annual General Meeting is being held September 28, 2020 to September 29, 2020 at the Halifax Marriott 
Harbourfront in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

•  The Denturist Association of Canada’s Annual General Meeting is being held September 30, 2020 to October 1, 2020 at the Halifax Marriott 
Harbourfront in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

•  L’Ordre des Denturologistes du Quebec Expodent is being held on September 24, 2020 to September 26, 2020.

October 2020

•  Denturist Society of Nova Scotia’s 2020 National Convention with an International Twist is being held October 1, 2020 to October 3, 2020 at the 
Halifax Marriott Harbourfront in Halifax, Nova Scotia, please visit http://www.nsdenturistsociety.ca/.

•  Denturist Society of Nova Scotia’s Fall Members Meeting is being held on October 3, 2020 at the Halifax Marriott Harbourfront in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia.

•  Denturist Association of Newfoundland Labradors Fall Members Meeting is being held on October 3, 2020 at the Halifax Marriott Harbourfront 
in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

•  New Brunswick Denturist Society’s Fall Members Meeting is being held on October 3, 2020 at the Halifax Marriott Harbourfront in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia. 

•  Dentsply Sirona World 2020 will be held October 1, 2020 to October 3, 2020 at the  Caesars Forum in Las Vegas, please visit http://www.dentsp-
lysironaworld.com.

•  National Denturist Association (NDA) 2020 Conference will be held October 14, 2020 to October 17, 2020 at the Orleans Hotel and 
Casino in Las Vegas, please visit https://nationaldenturist.com/events for more information. 

•  BDIA October 8, 2020 to October 10, 2010.

•  Denturist Society of Saskatchewan’s Fall Meeting and Continuing Education  will be held in October 2020 (Date to be determined) in Regina, visit 
www.saskdenturists.com for more information.

•  The Denturist Association of Alberta Annual General Meeting of Members, Conference and Educational Symposium will be held on October 28, 
2020 to October 30, 2020 at the Cambridge Hotel & Conference Centre in Red Deer, Alberta. Registration will be available online on July, 1, 2020, 
please visit https://denturistassociationofalberta.com/

November 2020

•  Digital Denture Study Club on November 6 – 7. 2020 at the Kelowna Innovation Centre in Kelowna, British Columbia; keep an eye out for ad-
ditional details at https://trellis.org/digital-denture-study-club

December 2020

•  The Denturist Association of Manitoba Annual General Meeting, will be held December 7, 2020 location TBD.
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ARE YOU GROWING AS A 
BUSINESS LEADER?

John Marshall
Results Driven – Business Training 
Is your business being impacted because you continuously feel overwhelmed? Our proven training solutions have helped clients in 
over 30 industries, including denturists, to finally achieve the results they deserve.

Recently, you realized that you’re stuck. You’re not really growing. 
You’re not developing. You don’t want to admit it, but you’re not 
growing as a leader.

To help you grow, when you’re reading various articles, capture the 
ideas. Don’t move onto your next task too quickly. Record them. 
Make a note of them. Create a folder of the ideas that resonate 
with you. 

Take one idea and implement it into your business. See how it 
works for you. 

When you learn new ideas and skills, you’ll be more confident. 
It can re-ignite your passion if it’s waning. It’ll help you to stay 
focused and on track.

Your new ideas can also challenge you as a leader. They can help 
you go outside your existing comfort zone and push you into a new 

territory. The new areas can be new markets; new customers and 
new industries.

Your implementation of new ideas will also help evolve you into a 
stronger leader. A leader that is more forward thinking and being 
more proactive rather than being reactive.   

Growing and developing as a leader can be fun, invigorating and 
beneficial. You will feel better as you learn new skills and ideas, 
and as you grow, so does your business.

P.S. To benchmark your skills right now, we have something that 
can help you. It’s our insightful business tool called ‘What’s Your 
Number?’  It gives you your own score on how strong or weak your 
business and leaderships skills are out of 100. When you discover 
your ‘number’ you’re going to be surprised. Once you have your 
‘number’, you’ll know what you need to work on to improve and 
grow. If this sounds of interest, contact us for your own copy.
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Really, anyone and everyone’s time is precious, but let’s take a mo-
ment to focus on ourselves as denturists and how we prioritize that 
time. Afterall this is a denturist magazine, right?

   Our time for our work, family, and for ourselves is difficult to balance at 
times. Most times in fact. There are merely 24 hours in a day, 7 days in a 
week, and 365 days in a year and we must make the most of them because 
once they are gone you can’t get them back. But you already know this. 
   However, there is a difference between “knowing” and “understanding”. 
I did some major reflection after a rather substantial, immediate family 
crisis, as one often does. It was time to reassess and reprioritize how I 
“valued” my time. The old expression “what gets measured, gets tended 
to” works remarkably well in most situations. Budgets? Absolutely. Pro-
duction? Quite effective. Improving efficiencies? Nothing better. 
    My wife and I are forever reassessing our spending and very open to 
identifying opportunities for change not only in the business but in our 
personal lives as well.  We will proactively as a routine habit, go through 
our budgets every 3-4 months to trim and alter spending habits, which 
was especially easy because in my past life I worked at a bank as a collec-
tions and credit analyst, but we had never done that for time, at least not 
accurately and honestly. 
   Time is harder to measure. I don’t mean in terms of seconds, minutes, 
hours and days- but in terms of value. Admittedly I, myself, am not the 
best judge of time. I frequently have appointments that run on, especially 
new patient consultations and my wife will try to catch my eye, gesturing 
with bulging eyes to her imaginary watch that she doesn’t wear on her 
wrist, indicating that it’s time to wrap it up. I’ve blown through an hour 
with someone belaboring the process  of immediate dentures, wondering 
if they are any closer to “getting it” than when we started, hoping that it 
was indeed time well spent.
   I’ve been known to fool myself, miscalculating how long seemingly rou-
tine tasks will take me. Whether it was how long a set-up will take or 
processing cases, to moving the snow left by the plow guy. It always takes 
longer than I think. Then the slippery slope of time management starts to 
show itself. You know how when you’re in a hurry to get somewhere and 
you hit every red light, construction zone and get caught behind every 
school bus? We do that in our clinics, labs, and family lives. It’s innocently 
devastating behavior. It’s all done with the best of intentions but there’s a 
few euphemisms about good or best intentions that are to numerous to 
list and you’ve heard them all, so I’ll spare you.
My wife and I had worked like crazy for 2 years to assure that our new 
full-time practices would be successful. We saw patient 5 days a week, and 
completed lab work on nights and weekends, for about 2 years, while op-
erating on a limited budget for sleep and several other shortcomings, but 
I refused to acknowledge our time deficit situation because I was focused 
on making sure I didn’t become one of the failed businesses I used to call 
in my collection days. I was also president of the Maine Licensed Denturist 
Association and active on the board of the NDA. Sleep? Who got time for 
sleep? I certainly didn’t. Because I didn’t make time. 
   Last February, the NDA board met in Boulder City and Todd Young 
posed an intriguing question about our mission and vision statements, 
along with what our action plans would be to realize those mission and vi-
sion statements. We worked feverishly to put what was in our hearts and 
minds to paper and recreated or reinvigorated framework upon which 
we are taking our profession into the next decade and beyond. Again, 

“what gets measured, gets tended to” and this was how we could moni-
tor assure our success. It was also satisfying to be able to reinforce our 
purpose with clear direction.
   Alas, I had a cloudy vision of my own world back home. Mind you, busi-
ness is not bad, nor is my family life, and I was getting in personal time 
where I could, but it all came at a cost of time lost with family and or sleep. 
We would recognize our time shortage or sleep depravity from time to 
time, but action is difficult without purpose. 
   Then in a moment, personal near tragedy struck, and fortunately with-
out any permanent damage or loss but mere moments away from the 
unthinkable. I was forced to reassess because it became painfully apparent 
that our priorities were out of alignment. Naturally, our family comes first 
but our work supports our family and ourselves and without taking care 
of and time for ourselves we cannot give our best to our work. The lines 
get blurry here. 
    After reading or I should say listening to the audiobook “Start with 
Why” by Simon Sinek, he was hitting on many of the ideas and concepts 
that Todd had brought up in our Boulder City meeting. As my wife and I 
listened to him describe the professional struggles akin to running on a 
hamster wheel, and knowing that it was up to us to rekindle our mission 
and vision statements with meaningful action plans that could guide us to 
the change we knew we needed and not wait for the typical and hollow 
“New Year’s Resolution” only to be cast to the wayside by Valentine’s day. 
No better place than here, no better time than now.
   I am happy to say we have created mission, vision and action plans for 
my wife, daughter and myself as individuals, another as a family and one 
for our business and accomplished in that order for priority. We all have 
a better sense of what our priorities are and how to hold ourselves and 
each other accountable to be the people living the lives we should be, for 
as long as we should be. I invite you to do the same. It’s invigorating and 
empowering to get that clarity and redefine your purpose and remember 
who you really are. No more just going through the motions, no more 
hamster wheel.
   This exercise also gave me the time to say out loud to my ladies that I 
am committed first and foremost to being the best husband and father I 
can be, as well as maintaining my health and happiness along with a strong 
commitment to my work and the denturist profession. Saying it and writ-
ing it are powerful ways to reinforce and validate your commitment and 
meaning.
   The whole exercise initially took about 45 minutes and about 2 sheets of 
paper for all of us. Remember, it is and should be a work in progress and 
open to revision, so using a pencil is good. This will be part of our quar-
terly budget meetings from now on because “what gets measured, gets 
tended to” and I now have a new appreciation for the fact that I can’t get 
“lost” time back no matter how hard I was running on the hamster wheel.
   Again, I invite you to develop your own mission, vision and action plan. 
Also, don’t forget to budget time in for your state and national denturist 
associations in your professional development. We need more men and 
women helping with our lofty goals here at NDA and we can’t do it for 
all of you, without all of you, especially as we are working to open new 
states to denturism. If I can help you or answer any questions, find me on 
Facebook or email me at cmdenture@outlook.com. 

We are all in this together.

Our time is Precious 
By: Patrick Allen Exceed Expectations. Now.

You can provide digital dentures now starting at $399*

Denture ServicesFull upper & lower 
BDLoad® Choice ECO

www.baltic-denture-system.de

8 9

Providing patients with full dentures with the Baltic Denture 
System is made possible for the practice as well as the lab 
through an innovative mix of proven analogue and the latest 
digital technologies.

On the following pages, we invite you to immerse yourself in 
the Baltic Denture System. The pictographs indicating the 
respective sections provide easy orientation.
 

With the Baltic Denture System, the objectives are clearly 
defined. The way is clearly shown – from the impression to 
the final result. However, the familiar processes leading up 
to the result have now been considerably simplified.

Less manual work, predictable results, high-quality mate-
rials and reproducibility are the quintessence of this inno-
vative concept.

Analogue meets digital
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and transfer
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processing Manufacturing Finishing Incorporation
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Efficiency for the dental practice 
The dental procedure in the Baltic Denture System provides for impression-taking, bite registration and transfer.

The BDKEY® Set, which was developed for this purpose, creates the process steps in the dental practice 
safely and quickly and transmits the key data to the lab.

In the first step, the patient-specific size of the PMMA  
BDKEY® is determined by using the PEEK Upper- and  
LowerKEY. The Upper- and LowerKEY made of PMMA as 
well as the BDKEYLock are subsequently used for the functi-
onal impression by applying BDImpress, in order to check the 
aesthetics of the row of teeth (try-in) and to determine the 
correct position of the occlusal plane. The vertical and hori-
zontal lock of the Upper- / LowerKEY to determine the jaw 
relation is carried out by using the BDKEY Lock. The PMMA 
BDKEYs stand out through their good and easy workability 
with rotating instruments and can be adapted to the individu-
al patient situation by grinding.
Upper- and LowerKEY in S, M and L sizes with a reduced 
base portion for adding the impression material show den-
tal arches that are congruent to the corresponding BDLoad®.  
This allows an aesthetic check of the dental arches as well 
as their correct alignment position in the interalveolar space.

Visualisation of the occlusal plane and centre of face is done 
with BDKEY® Plane and BDKEY® Fin, which are affixed to the  
UpperKEY.
The UpperKEY is correctly positioned relative to the oc-
clusal plane and centre of face by filling the entire surface 
with impression material. A suction action is necessary for 
the following workflow. The subsequent encoding of both 
BDKEY® makes it much easier to define the patient-specific 
jaw relationship, which is then fixed in the basal area of the  
LowerKEY with the impression material.
The wax try-in no longer required is now replaced by a check of the 
centring, of the functional movements and aesthetics, e.g. smile 
and lip closure line. The patient can see his/her future „smile“.
The Upper- and LowerKEY thus serve as an aid in gathe-
ring and transferring important aesthetic and functional in-
formation, which can be applied in the digital design process 
in the dental lab at a later date.
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Digital solution for dentures

SCAN DESIGN MILL

+

No training? No software? No mill? No problem. Deliver high quality, natural looking, and 
better fitting digital dentures today. We’ll scan, design, and mill  your edentulous class 1 case, 
from conventional impressions, BDKeys® or existing dentures. 

Why wait? Work on building your workflow and resources when you are ready(1). Becoming a 
BDS®-providing digital denture lab is easier than you think. You choose your entry, your way. 

Today, you start a fully edentulous, dual arch/full set case for as little as $399(2). 

*Edentulous class 1 case, Choice ECO BDLoads®, includes scan, design and mill. Finishing not included, but is available as optional service.
(1) Visit sterngold.com/denture-dental-lab for Tiers of Entry
(2) Ask for pricing options based on BDLoad® options and services

Optional Services

Sterngold Dental, LLC | sterngold.com |  (800) 243-9942  | 23 Frank Mossberg Drive · Attleboro, MA 02703

Call 800-243-9942
to order now

Denture Finishing

$70.00

Implant Overdenture

$90.00

More optional services available upon request
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NATIONAL DENTURIST ASSOCIATION, USA

THE NDA, USA 
The NDA, USA represents denturists, healthcare professionals dedicated to serving the dental prosthetic needs of 

individuals. THE NATIONAL DENTURIST ASSOCIATION, USA, exists to be the authoritative voice of denturism in the 
United States, to pursue advancement of the profession through education and communication among members, act as 
the liaison with international agencies and encourage excellence in the provision of denturists’ services to all Americans. 
The NDA, USA provides educational opportunities, organizes national and international gatherings, sponsors trade 
shows and provides an avenue for camaraderie among the membership. Membership is open to interested parties with 
fee designations for standard and associate memberships.
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n Standard Membership Annual Fee*.........................................................................................$170.00 
(Fee includes subscription to The National Denturist, USA magazine, reduced 
fees to association activities and special benefits.)

Name

Address (line 1) Address (line 1)

Address (line 2) Address (line 2)

Address (line 3)

Telephone

Facsimile

E-Mail

Website Address

Name of Institution 
(Required; Students Only)

Pay accepted online at www.nationaldenturist.com or Mail 
completed Membership Application to:

Make Checks Payable to:  National Denturist Association, USA

E-Mail

Facsimile

Telephone

Address (line 3)

Business Name

Associate Membership Annual Fee*..........................................................................................$75.00 
(Associate memberships are available for student denturists, retired denturists, 
spouses and office staff {office staff does not include denturists or dental technicians}. 
Fee includes subscription to The National Denturist, USA magazine, reduced fees to  
association activities and special benefits.)

National Denturist Association, USA
P. O. Box 2960
Florence, OR 97439

Credit Card Payment:               MasterCard                Visa        

Card Number

Signature

Expiration Security Code Amount Authorized

Please send correspondence to:              Address # 1                      Address # 2
 

*Membership follows the calendar year

Telephone: (360) 232-4353   E-Mail: nda@nationaldenturist.com  Website: www.nationaldenturist.com
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The National Denturist Association, USA exists to raise 

public awareness of the denturist profession, to be the 

focal point for communication and to address unjust 

legal restrictions on the profession.  This injustice 

affects, not only the professional denturist, but also 

those individuals who could greatly benefit from 

denturist services.  The National Denturist Association, 

USA provides educational opportunities, edits and 

publishes The National Denturist, USA, magazine, 

provides public advocacy, organizes national and 

international conferences as well as a sundry of other 

activities. Membership is open to interested parties 

with fee designations for professional, auxiliary and 

associate memberships.  The goal of this organization 

is to promote awareness of the professional denturist 

so every citizen of the United States knows the benefits 

of the profession and demands the opportunity and 

freedom to choose a denturist for their prosthetic 

dental needs. 

Join Here:

WWW.NATIONALDENTURIST.COM   

   1-360-232-4353

I want to join the National Denturist Association, 

USA and support their efforts seeking national 

recognition for the profession so every citizen of 

the United States has the freedom to choose a 

denturist for their prosthetic dental need.

Name:

Address:

                   

(Street/PO Box)                  
   (City)                              

           

(State)                  
                (Z

ip Code)

Telephone:

E-mail:

Membership:   

Standard   $150  

Associate      

Payment Options:        Check (Mail to address below)           

     Visa         MasterCard

Amount Authorized: $  

Card Number: 

Security Code:

Name  (Print):

Signature:

Make Checks Payable to:  

The National Denturist Association, USA 

  
Send To:  

The National Denturist Association, USA, 

PO Box 2344,   

Poulsbo, WA 98370

“Oral Healthcare 

Professionals 

Dedicated to Serve”

www.nationaldenturist.com

The National Denturist 

Association, USA exists 

to represent and support 

denturists in their 

efforts to provide expert 

professional care to those 

citizens in need of oral 

prosthetics and to offer 

an affordable alternative 

to the high cost of these 

dental needs.

DENTURISTS

$75

                 More and more people are becoming aware of the important 
service denturists provide as a member of the dental healthcare team. 
Where denturists serve there is greater access to dental prosthetic 
care and access to this service is impacting lives. The National Denturist 
Association, USA is a critical avenue for generating public awareness of 
the profession and this is made possible by association memberships 
and generous donations from denturists, associates and concerned 
citizens. Joining the association and sharing your generous donations 
contribute to our continued efforts to generate greater awareness of 
the profession.  Your support is critical toward our efforts to provide 
access to this much needed services to citizens in every state and 
community.  You are responding to our membership campaign; our 
membership is growing.  However, the question has been asked, “Does 
one have to be a denturist to be a member of the National Denturist 
Association, USA?” Our answer is a resounding, no!  To better 
answer this question we have generated a brochure you can use to 
introduce the profession and association to anyone you believe may 
be interested in joining this charitable effort. These professionally 
designed brochures are produced specifically for your denturist 
office. 

Please visit www.nationaldenturist.com for ordering details.  

NEW 11X17 POSTERS AVAILABLE  - 4 FOR $60

Order online at www.nationaldenturist.com
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“Dedicated to your Denture needs.”

   Your denture was designed and fabricated to fit 

your mouth at a particular time in your life.

   With the passing years, your mouth changes 

considerably and your denture will become worn.

   This is why your denturist recommends a yearly 

oral examination and evaluation of your denture 

to ensure its continued effectiveness and aesthetic 

appearance, as well as quality oral health and 

greater well-being.
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“Dedicated to your Denture needs.”

Your denture was designed and 

fabricated to fit your mouth at a 

particular time in your life.

With the passing years, your mouth 

changes considerably and your denture 

will become worn.

This is why your denturist recommends 

a yearly oral examination and 

evaluation of your denture to ensure its 

continued effectiveness and aesthetic 

appearance, as well as quality oral 

health and greater well-being.

Polishing is a professional technique 

employed by your denturist to freshen your 

denture. Using specialized buffing tools, your 

denturist restores the glossy surface finish of 

your denture, while eliminating the tough 

stains that elude regular maintenance.

Polishing is recommended once or twice a 

year and should be a regular part of your 

denture maintenance regimen. This is an 

economical step that takes just a few minutes.

polishing
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age our readers to utilize their products and services. To make this easier we have provided their contact information.  Please consider these 
companies for all your denturist office and laboratory needs.
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NAME                          PAGE       PHONE             WEBSITE

American Denturist School   IFC 800-544-6267  www.americandenturistschool.com

Aurum Ceramic Dental    11 800-661-1169  www.aurumgroup.com

Chromework inc.     10 530-343-2278  www.chromeworksinc.com

DOMx - Specialized Office Systems Inc.  24 855-494-0057  www.denturistsoftware.com

Dr. B Dental Solution    13 1-844-372-3368  www.drbdentalsolutions.com

E-Den      10 +6143-297-3664  www.e-deneducation.com

IVOCLAR VIVADENT     18 716-691-0010   www.shopivoclarvivadent.com

Kulzer      19 800-431-1785  www.kulzerus.com

Pearson’s Dental     4 800-336-8256   www.pearsondental.com

PREAT CORPORATION    OBC 800-232-7732  www.preat,com

Schutz Dental Group    17 866-922-9738  www.gebdi-dental.com

Sebrite Agency     17 800-366-6466  www.sebriteagency.com

Sterngold     33 800-243-9942  www.sterngold.com

The Foundation for Dental Laboratory Technology 19 866-627-3990  www.dentallabfoundation.org

Tokuyama     3,14 877-378-3548  www.tokuyama-us.com

UHLER Dental Supply, Inc.    ISBC 1-800-937-3753  www.uhlerdental.com

Yamahachi     24 1-877-320-2909  www.ydp-usa.com 
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Lexington, Kentucky
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implant related.  
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and expertise... 
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